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ABSTRACT Blockchain technology has a wide range of applications in the fields of finance, credit

reporting and intellectual property, etc. As the core of blockchain, consensus algorithm affects the security

and performance of blockchain system directly. In the past 10 years, there have been about 30 consensus

algorithms such as Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS), Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS), Ripple

Protocol Consensus Algorithm (RPCA) and AlgoRand. But their security, stability and operating efficiency

still lag far behind our actual needs. This paper introduces the computing power competition of PoW

into DPoS to design an improved consensus algorithm named Delegated Proof of Stake with Downgrade

(DDPoS). Through the furthermodification, the impact of both computing resources and stakes on generating

blocks is reduced to achieve higher efficiency, fairness, and decentralization in consensus process. Then a

downgrade mechanism is proposed to quickly replace the malicious nodes to improve the security. The

simulation experiments in blockchain system show that the proposed consensus algorithm is significantly

more efficient than PoWand PoS, but slightly lower thanDPoS. However, its degree of centralization remains

far below that of DPoS. And through the downgrade mechanism, the proposed consensus algorithm can

detect and downgrade the malicious nodes timely to ensure the security and good operation of system.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, consensus algorithm, delegated proof of stake with downgrade, downgrade

mechanism, efficiency, fairness, decentralization.

I. INTRODUCTION

On 1 Nov. 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto has published a paper [1]

on www.metzdowd.com, which not only marked the birth of

Bitcoin but also showed people the blockchain. Blockchain

is a data structure that is composed of data blocks in a

manner similar to a linked list, using a distributed ledger

with cryptography techniques to ensure the authenticity and

security of transactions information. With the continuous

development of blockchain technology, the blockchain can

also play a good role in Artificial Intelligence [2], [3], Internet

of Things [4]–[6], Education Reform [7], [8] and some other

fields [9]–[12].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving
it for publication was Luis Javier Garcia Villalba.

Consensus algorithm is the most important factor of the

entire blockchain system, for the reason that its efficiency

determines the blockchain’s performance directly. With the

continuous development of blockchain technology, the con-

sensus algorithm is constantly adapting to the emerging

requirements from the earliest Proof of Work (PoW) [1]

to the later Proof of Stake (PoS) [13], Delegated Proof of

Stake (DPoS) [14], Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance

(PBFT) [15] and some other improved consensus algo-

rithms such as Proof of Burn (PoB) [16], Proof of Activity

(PoA) [17], Proof of Luck (PoL) [18], and Stellar Consensus

Protocol) (SCP)[19]. However, none of them is perfect.

In PoW, each node competes for the opportunity to gen-

erate blocks through owning more computing resources than

others, that not only greatly consumes the computing power
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resources but also leads to the inefficiency about only one

block every 10min [1]. And nowadays it is no longer possible

for an ordinary miner to get rewards from the Bitcoin network

with a single device or a small amount of computing equip-

ments because of the appearance of the Mine Pool, which

can own most of the computing power. In order to reduce the

waste of computing resources in the PoW, PoS uses stakes

in competition for the opportunity of generating blocks [13].

However, when a node holds a large number of stakes for

a long time, its probability of calculating the nonce value

is nearly 100%. Although the time that generates a block is

reduced to only 64s [13], PoS still relies on computing power

and also needs to waste a lot of computing resources. To break

the cycle of the competition in computing resources to gen-

erate blocks, DPoS introduces a voting mechanism based on

PoS, and lower the time cost of generating a block to 3s [20].

DPoS divides the nodes in the blockchain system into three

categories: witnesses, delegates, and workers. Witnesses are

the core of the entire system and they were elected through

resource voting by all nodes. The nodes winning the top-

N number of votes become the witnesses and take turns to

generate blocks. While they will not be paid, the delegates

can initiate a request for updating the blockchain. Workers

have the right to propose new projects and get reward from

the elected projects voted for. However, for the reason that the

witness will not be disqualified unless there are special rea-

sons in the consensus process, they will be witnesses and hold

the right of generating blocks for a long time, which leads to

a security risk due to the higher degree of centralization of

DPoS.

Moreover, in any blockchain, there may exist malicious

nodes. The so-called malicious nodes are those that illegally

violate the trusted consensus mechanism, tamper with trans-

action information, cause network congestion, and disrupt the

normal operation of the network. As a result, the blockchain

system may become insecure, unreliable, and inefficient.

To resolve above problems, we propose an improved con-

sensus that introduces PoW’s idea to improve fairness, and

DPoS’ idea to reduce the resource consumption and improve

consensus efficiency of the blockchain system.

The key innovations of this improved consensus algorithm

are:

• Using the PoW, the blockchain selects a set of nodes

which own enough computational power to participate

in the following election and block generation;

• Each node has only one vote for randomly voting, so that

the impact of stakes on consensus nodes election can be

decreased;

• A downgrade mechanism is applied to quickly down-

grade the malicious nodes and upgrade the reliable

nodes to maintain the security and good operation of the

system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 describes the concept, architecture, consensus

algorithms, and some other core technologies of blockchain.

Section 3 introduces the optimization idea and the process

of the improved DDPoS algorithm, then describes it by

pseudocode. Section 4 simulates the DDPoS algorithm and

analyzes the experimental results. Section 5 concludes the

paper and highlights the future directions.

II. RELATED WORK

A. BLOCKCHAIN

The blockchain system is built on a computer network and

requires a computer network as a channel for transmitting

information. The infrastructure of the blockchain system is

divided into six layers: data layer, network layer, consensus

layer, incentive layer, contract layer, and application layer.

The blockchain infrastructure model [21] is shown in Fig.1.

In the traditional blockchain system, each node records a uni-

fied and complete account of the whole network transactions.

Each record has a timestamp and a unique cryptographic

signature [22].

FIGURE 1. Blockchain infrastructure model.

The block is mainly composed of a block header and a

block body. The block header includes a version number,

a hash value of the previous block, a Merkel tree root of

transactions, a timestamp, a current difficulty value, and a

random number. The information about transactions are reg-

ularly stored in the block body. A distributed ledger based on

blockchain allows both parties to effectively record transac-

tions and verify the transaction without a trusted third party.

The consensus mechanism is a collaborative process algo-

rithm that specifies how consensus is reached among all con-

sensus nodes and identifies the validity of records. Members

of the blockchain use it to negotiate whether the transaction is

valid andmake the account stay in sync. Each consensus node

in the blockchain verifies and confirms the data according

to the algorithm. After confirmed by a certain number of

nodes, the valid data can be written into the blockchain [23].

At present, themost common consensus algorithms are: PoW,

PoS, DPoS and PBFT. From the emergence of Bitcoin to

today, there are more than 30 consensus algorithms, most of

which are based on the above four consensus algorithms.
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Smart Contract is a set of commitments defined in digital

form [24]. Now, it represents a computer agreement designed

in a full life cycle that includes three parts: contract gener-

ation, contract release, and contract execution [25]. Partic-

ularly, blockchain based smart contracts include transaction

processing, preservation mechanisms, and a complete state

machine. The contract that meets the trigger conditions will

be added into the contract queue to be verified through peri-

odical traversal of the state and trigger conditions. After being

verified successfully, the contract will be executed.

In order to establish a reliable distributed ledger,

the blockchain system adopts the P2P (i.e., Peer to Peer) net-

work [26] and public key cryptography [27]. The public-key

cryptography involves two keys: a public key that is publicly

disclosed and a private key that is privately secret. The two

keys are mathematically related, but if you know one of them,

you can not calculate another one.

B. CONSENSUS ALGORITHM

Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism, first used for spam filter-

ing, now is applied to achieve the consistency of node data in

Bitcoin. And if a participant wants to generate andwrite a new

block into the blockchain in the Bitcoin system, it must solve

the puzzle of proof-of-work given by the blockchain network.

PoS was firstly implemented by Sunny King’s Peercoin and

its mining difficult is adjusted based on the number of stakes

held by workers. Simply put, the more stakes you have,

the easier it is to generate the block. Larimer designed the

Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) and implemented it for the

first time in its BitShares project [28]. The DPoS consensus

process is divided into the earlier process of electing witness

(i.e., block producers) and the later process of generating

blocks. The witnesses are only responsible for witnessing

the transaction, verifying the signature and timestamping the

transaction, but not participating in the trading. They generate

one block every 3s in turn, and if a witness did not complete

the task at the specified time, it will be skipped and replaced

by the next one. Each node on the network can vote for

its own trusted witness, the more blockchain stakes he has,

the higher possibility of him to be a witness. However, due to

the mechanism that each witness node takes turns generating

blocks, the identity of the witness is already known and

always constant, which would make the blockchain system

more vulnerable to collusion attacks. PBFT was proposed by

Castro and Liskov in a paper published in 1999 to solve the

problem of General Byzantine originally [29]. It works in

the principle of state machine replication [30], ensuring the

normal operation of the C/S system under the condition that

the Byzantine replicas are less than 1/3 of all replicas.

In 2013, Ongaro and Ousterhout proposed the Raft [31]

consensus algorithm, which is used by Quorum [32] to

tolerate crashes. Raft was easier to be understood and

utilized in practical systems than previous algorithms.

Ripple, implemented in 2004 by Fugger, was detailed by

Buterin on bitcoinmagazine.com in Feb. 2013. And in 2014,

Schwartz et al. proposed the Ripple Protocol Consensus

Algorithm (RPCA) [33] to solve the high communication

latency in asynchronous network. In Ripple network, each

node has its own unique node list (UNL), which includes its

trusted nodes. Slimcoin [16], released in May 2014, draws

on the design of Bitcoin and PPcoin, and proposes the PoB

consensus algorithm based on PoW and PoS. And soon after,

the PoA [17] consensus, in which some part of the tokens dug

by PoW are distributed to all active nodes in a lottery, was

also proposed. In PoA the number of stakes the node owns is

proportional to the number of lottery tickets (i.e., probability

of being drawn) it has. A major breakthrough in Tender-

mint [34] proposed in 2014 was the implementation of the

first PBFT-based PoS consensus algorithm. In 2015, Profes-

sorMazieres, Chief Scientific Officer of Stellar.org, proposed

the SCP [19]. Based on the federal Byzantine agreement and

the Ripple protocol, the SCP is the first provable security

consensus mechanism with four key attributes: decentralized

control, low latency, flexible trust, and progressive secu-

rity. In 2016, Micali proposed a fast Byzantine fault-tolerant

consensus algorithm called AlgoRand [35]. The blockchain

applying this algorithm uses the password lottery technique

to select the verifier and leader of the consensus process, and

reaches a consensus on the new block through its designed

BA∗Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol. The Elastico [36] con-

sensus mechanism proposed in 2016,which is the first Byzan-

tine fault-tolerant security sharding protocol, has enhanced

the scalability of the blockchain. The HoneyBadger [37] con-

sensus proposed in 2016 is the first practical asynchronous

Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus protocol that guarantees

the liveness of the blockchain system without any network

time assumptions. The 2-hop consensus [38] was proposed in

Apr. 2017 andwas originally designed to address the potential

51% computing power attack problem of PoWby introducing

PoS’s stakes. The security of 2-hop consensus is based on

the fact that honest nodes occupy most of the joint resources.

Ren proposed the Proof of Stake Velocity (PoSV) consensus

algorithm in the white paper of Reddcoin [39], which is

aimed at dealing with the problem that the coin age is a

linear function of time in PoS, and is committed to decreasing

the coin arbitrage. The Proof of Useful Work (PoUW) [40]

proposed in 2017 is a consensus algorithm for solving the

energy consumption problem of PoW. It transforms themean-

ingless SHA256 hash in the PoW consensus into difficult

and valuable operations in real-world scenarios, such as com-

puting orthogonal vectors, 3-SUM problems, and shortest

path problems. The Ouroboros Consensus [41], introduced in

August 2017, has proposed a new reward mechanism to drive

the PoS consensus process, so that the behavior of honest

nodes constitutes an approximate nano-equalization.

In China, one of the most well-known consensus algo-

rithms is the delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerance (dBFT) of

the NEO team used in its NEO (i.e., formerly AntShares)

project [42]. The algorithm improves the election process in

DPoS and consensus process in PBFT, and can tolerate up to

33% of faulty nodes. In 2017, Xiaofei Liu et al. improved

the traditional PBFT consensus algorithm and proposed a
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TABLE 1. Performance of PoW, PoS, and DPoS.

TABLE 2. Performance of the existed improved consensus algorithms.

dynamic authorization PBFT called DDBFT [43], which

deployed in the P2P network topology instead of the classic

C/S architecture of the PBFT. The replica nodes participating

in the consensus algorithm can join and exit the network

at any time. In combination with the mechanism in DPoS,

a voting mechanism based on the holder’s stakes is also

designed in DDBFT.

The performance analysis of some representative

blockchain consensus algorithms we mentioned above can be

seen in Table 1 and Table 2.

From the analysis above, we know, PoW competes to

generate blocks through owning more computing resources

than others. And PoS is an improved version of PoW, based

on the assumption that the people with more stakes will not

attack the network. Although PoS is more energy saving and

efficient than PoW, the assignment mechanism to generate

blocks is extremely unfair, for the reason that the assignment

in PoS is based on the number of stakes the node owning [44].

The DPoS mechanism further cut down the number of nodes

which generate blocks to 101. Under the premise of ensur-

ing network security, the energy consumption of the entire

network is further reduced, and the network operating cost is

the lowest. However, the voting enthusiasm of nodes in DPoS

is not high, because a small number of vote holders occupy

the vast majority of voting rights, resulting in the low influ-

ence from ordinary nodes even if they participate in voting.

According to statistics in [20], more than 90% of shareholders

have never participated in the vote. This has led to that the

witnesses selected by a few votes’ holders becoming more

and more fixed (i.e., as long as the witness does not act as

a malicious node). And there are also a lot of security risks

in the blockchain system because of the difficulty in dealing

with malicious nodes [45]. The three consensus algorithms

of PoW, PoS, and DPoS are widely used in the application of
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public blockchains. PBFT is mostly used in the consortium

blockchain with a fixed number of nodes, but not applicable

in a public blockchain with a large number of nodes because

of its poor scalability. As mentioned above, some later PoW-

based improved consensus algorithms such as PoUW try

to make good use of computing power. Some PoS-based

consensus algorithms such as Tendermint, Ouroboros, and

HoneyBadger attempt to solve the ‘‘Nothing at Stake’’ prob-

lem in the traditional PoS. Some PBFT-based consensus

algorithms such as SCP, Algorand, and Elastico aim to

enhance the scalability or security of the blockchain. Some

‘‘PoW+PoS’’ consensus algorithms such as PoA, PoB, PoSV,

and the 2-hop consensus alleviate the energy consumption

and security problems of PoW and PoS. However, although

these improved consensus algorithms have a better perfor-

mance in terms of security, scalability or power reduction

of the blockchain, their efficiency of generating blocks are

still lag far behind the DPoS consensus algorithm. Therefore,

under the premise of ensuring safety and fairness, we intro-

duce the DPoS into our improved algorithm to enhance the

efficiency of the blockchain. We combine the PoW’s comput-

ing competition with the DPoS’s mechanism, for the reason

that PoW’s competitive strategy can improve fairness while

the DPoS’s voting idea can reduce the resource consumption

and improve the efficiency. We divide the consensus process

into two steps to reduce the impact of stakes on node’s right

of generating blocks. Then we design a downgrade mecha-

nism to detect and downgrade the malicious nodes to ensure

blockchain system security. Finally, we use the Java language

to simulate the blockchain node and operate the blockchain

system based on the DDPoS mechanism.

III. THE PROPOSED IMPROVED DDPoS

A. THE MAIN IDEA OF DDPoS ALGORITHM

According to the above analysis, it is found that the biggest

problem the public blockchain consensus algorithm facing is

that the blockchain is becoming more and more centralized

and insecure, and its efficiency of generating blocks is still

far behind our actual needs. Therefore, this paper raises the

following questions:

• How to achieve high efficiency of the blockchain system

and reduce the resource consumption?

• How to assign the right of generating blocks fairly and

ensure that most nodes can participate in the consensus

so as to avoid overcentralization and reduce the risk of

collusion attack?

• How to detect and stop the witness nodes’ malicious

behavior in the DPoS consensus algorithm?

Table 1 and previous analysis showed that the DPoS autho-

rization idea can solve the first problem, because the DPoS

consensus mechanism can greatly improve the consensus

efficiency and greatly reduce resource consumption. At the

same time, PoW’s power competition can deal with the sec-

ond problem well, as the idea of PoW can ensure that every-

one has the right to generate blocks as much as possible.

However, it is difficult to achieve fairness through simply

using DPoS, which will lead to that only those who havemore

resources can become electors. And when simply using the

PoW, the block interval is about 10min, and it would waste

a large amount of computing and electric power resources.

For the third problem, this paper introduces a downgrade

mechanism similar to that in the modern sports league to

descend the level of the witness node which damages the

consensus and replace them.

In our research, there are two kinds of nodes in consensus

process. The one is the witness node, which generates or ver-

ifies blocks and participates in the consensus process. While

the other kind is the candidate node, which acts as candidate

for the witness node so as to replace the witness node once it

fails. And, these two types of nodes are collectively referred

to as the consensus nodes.

The main ideas are as follows:

• We divide the consensus process into two steps. In the

first step, use the idea of PoW to ‘‘screen’’ a certain

number (more than 201) of better nodes from the whole

network, and then select 201 consensus nodes by stake

voting, in which the top 101 nodes are witness nodes

and the remaining nodes are candidates. In the second

step, the witness nodes record the transactions in a block

sequentially and then broadcast it to all consensus nodes

for consensus. If more than 50% of the consensus nodes

verify the block successfully, it will be added to the

blockchain.

• We introduce a downgrade mechanism to replace the

malicious node as soon as it was found. On the one hand,

when the witness node is found to be a malicious node,

it falls into the candidate nodes set, and the rank of all

existing witness nodes are decremented by one. On the

other hand, the node with sequence number 1 in the

set of candidate nodes is upgraded to the witness nodes

set and ranked last in the witness nodes set. while the

sequence number of all the remaining candidate nodes

are decremented by 1, the malicious node is sorted at

the end of the set of candidate nodes.

B. DESIGN OF DDPoS ALGORITHM

In DDPoS, there are 101 nodes with the most votes can be

elected as witness nodes, and the witness nodes’ shortlist will

be updated every 24 hours as the same as in DPoS. If someone

is found to have a low rate of generating blocks or malicious

behavior, the witness node will lose its credibility and witness

identity.

The consensus process of DDPoS algorithm consists of

three modules: selecting a certain number of consensus

nodes, reaching a consensus on the verification of the block,

and downgrading malicious nodes.

The module of selecting consensus nodes: all the nodes in

the blockchain system are functionalized in order to assign

different tasks to different kinds of nodes, which are mainly

divided into consensus nodes (which are composed of witness
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FIGURE 2. State transition of the nodes in a blockchain environment
based on the DDPoS algorithm.

nodes and candidate nodes) and trading nodes. The main

function of the trading nodes is to generate the transaction

while the consensus nodes is to generate and verify the

blocks.

The module of reaching a consensus (i.e., consensus mod-

ule): completing the whole process from the generation to the

verification of the blocks.

The module of downgrading malicious nodes: When a

malicious node is found, the DDPoS algorithm turns into the

module of downgrading the malicious node.

Fig. 2 shows the state transition of the nodes in a

blockchain environment based on the DDPoS algorithm.

Table 3 describes the symbols appearing in the DDPoS algo-

rithm expression.

1) SELECTION OF CONSENSUS NODES

The blockchain network environment is defined as the P2P

network composed of all the nodes in the blockchain system,

and all nodes in this environment are divided into two types:

consensus nodes and trading nodes. The subnetwork environ-

ment composed of consensus nodes is called the consensus

network, which will vary with the change of the consensus

nodes in the DDPoS algorithm. Meanwhile, the network

environment composed of trading nodes is called the trading

subnetwork, which is also not static for the reason that every

round for consensus nodes selection will also lead to the

variation in trading nodes. Trading network will be stable

just in the time period from the generation of the current

consensus nodes to the start of the next round of consensus

node election.

Consensus nodes: the nodes, which involve in the consen-

sus process, rather than generating transactions, comprise two

subsets: witness nodes and candidate nodes, as mentioned

above.

Trading nodes: the nodes that generate, encrypt and sign

its transaction, store blockchain data, but do not participate

in the consensus process of the block.

In the blockchain environment, the set of all nodes is

expressed as N whose size is k (k ∈ N ∗), the number of

each node Ni (i ∈ [1, k]) in the set N is {1, 2, 3, 4 . . . k},and

TABLE 3. Definition of the representation symbol in DDPOS algorithm.

FIGURE 3. Blockchain consensus environment based on DDPoS
algorithms.

in brief:

∀Ni, Ni ∈ N (1)

We use NC to represent the set of all consensus nodes, and

its size is l (l ∈ N ∗, l < k). The symbol NT represents the

trading nodes set with its size (k-l):

N = NC ∪ NT , NC ∩ NT = ∅ (2)

To the set of all consensus nodes NC , NW represents the

set of all witness nodes with the size m (m ∈ N ∗,m < l),

and the symbol NA represents the candidate nodes with its

size (l-m):

NC = NW ∪ NA (3)

Hence:






























Ni ∈ N , i ∈ [1, k]

Ni ∈ N
C , i ∈ [1, l]

Ni ∈ N
T , i ∈ [1, (k-l)]

Ni ∈ N
W , i ∈ [1,m]

Ni ∈ N
A, i ∈ [1, (l-m)]

(4)
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The process of the consensus nodes selection is as

following:

Step 1: The blockchain system broadcasts message

〈nonce,D〉 to every node in the entire network.

Step 2: After receiving the message 〈nonce,D〉, node

Ni (i ∈ [1, k]) obtains the previous block header PreBlock-

Head from the blockchain and calculates the value of

HASH (HASH (PreBlockHead) , nonce).

Step 3: Node Ni observes the value of the compari-

son equation HASH (HASH (PreBlockHead) , nonce) < D,

if the value is false, then nonce = nonce + 1 and

Step2 is repeated. Else if it’s true, then Ni broadcasts

〈HASH (HASH (PREBlockHead), nonce),Ni〉.

Step 4: After receiving l verified information messages

of 〈HASH (HASH (PREBlockHead), nonce),Ni〉, the system

renumbers nodes and broadcasts NC
i (i ∈ [1, l]).Then the

node Ni is to be assigned into the set of consensus nodes N
C .

Step 5:All of the trading nodes NT vote for NC
i, a random

number (int) (Math.random() ∗ l) calculated by NT
i will be

the subscript number of vote for NC
i.

Step 6: NT
i signs the 〈(int)(Math.random() ∗ l),NT

i〉

through Encrypt〈(int)(Math.random() ∗ l),NT
i〉, SK i) with

its private key SK i and gets the 〈(int)(Math.random() ∗

l),NT
i〉SK i , then NT

i broadcast 〈〈(int)(Math.random() ∗

l),NT
i〉SKi ,PKi〉 which is encrypted with its public key Pk .

Step 7: After receiving the 〈〈(int)(Math.random() ∗

l),NT
i〉SKi ,PKi〉 broadcasted from NT

i, the system decrypts

it throughDecrypt
(

〈(int)(Math.random() ∗ l),NT
i〉SK i ,PK i

)

with NT
i’s public key PK i in order to get the plaintext mes-

sage 〈(int)(Math.random() ∗ l),NT
i〉.

Step 8: The system counts the total quantity of the same

random number (int) (Math.random() ∗ l) it has received,

the computing equation is expressed as follows:

NUMBER(int)(Math.random()∗l)

= Count((int) (Math.random() ∗ l)) (5)

Step 9: Ranking the NC
(int)(Math.random()∗l) according to

the rule that the bigger the NUMBER(int)(Math.random()∗l),

the higher the ranking of NC
(int)(Math.random()∗l). And then the

nodes NC
i would be renumbered so that the top m nodes in

NC with the highest number of votes become witness nodes

NW
i (i ∈ [1,m]) in NW , and the nodes ranked from m+ 1 to

l become candidate nodes NA
i(i ∈ [1, (l-m)]) in NA.

2) ACHIEVEMENT OF THE CONSENSUS

From the blockchain consensus environment of DDPoS algo-

rithm shown in Fig. 3, we can see that the trading nodes

are responsible for the creation, broadcasting and storage

of transaction’s information, the witness nodes take turns to

record transactions into a block and broadcast the block to the

other consensus nodes for validating.

We define a state tag that may be GOOD, NORMAL or

ERROR for the block in its header. BLOCKNORMAL i s a

sign that the block is waited to be verified, BLOCKGOOD

is a sign that the block has been verified successfully, and

BLOCKERROR signs that the block has not been verified suc-

cessfully. NW
NORMAL denotes the witness nodes’ default state,

while NW
GOOD denotes the witness node that has generated

blocks successfully, and NW
ERROR denotes the witness node

that has generated a fault block.

The module of reaching a consensus can be described as

following:

Step 1: The consensus node NC
i generates a block that

consists of a state tag NORMAL, the difficulty D sent by the

system, the random value nonce, the HASH (PreBlock) of

the previous block, some recent transactions txs as well as its

MerkleTreeRoot , and the time of the block TimeStamp. The

expression of the block is given by (6):

BLOCKi

= 〈〈NORMAL,HASH (PreBlock),MerkleTreeRoot,

TimeStamp,D, nonce〉, txs〉 (6)

Step 2:Witness nodes that take turns to account will broad-

cast their own generated blocks to the blockchain network in

turn.

Step 3: The trading nodeNT
i will forward the BLOCKNW

i
,

while the consensus node NC
i compares that with the block

generated by themselves after receiving it.

Step 4: If BLOCKNW
i
= BLOCKNC

i
, the consen-

sus node NC
i will produce a piece of encrypted text

〈BLOCKNW
i
〉SK

NC i
by signing the BLOCKNW

i
through

Encrypt(BLOCKNW
i
, SKNC

i
) with its private key SKNC

i

and then broadcasts a 〈〈〈BLOCKNW
i
〉SK

NC i
〉,PKNC

i
. Other-

wise, NC
i will produce 〈BLOCKNC

i
〉SK

NC i
by signing its

own BLOCKNC
i
through Encrypt(BLOCKNC

i
, SKNC

i
) with

SKNC
i
, and then broadcasts a 〈〈〈BLOCKNC

i
〉SK

NC i
〉,PKNC

i
.

Step 5: The witness node NW
i will decrypt the

〈〈〈BLOCKNW
i
〉SK

NC i
〉,PKNC

i
through Decrypt

(

〈〈BLOCKNC
i
〉SK

NC i
〉,PKNC

i

)

to get BLOCKNW
i
or decrypt

〈〈〈BLOCKNC
i
〉SK

NC i
〉,PKNC

i
through Decrypt

(

〈〈BLOCKNC
i
〉SK

NC i
〉,PKNC

i

)

to get BLOCKNC
i
.

Step 6: The witness node NW
i has a responsibil-

ity to count the total number of obtained BLOCKNW
i

and BLOCKNC
i
statistically, shown in (7) and (8). The

calculation is based on the premise that all consen-

sus nodes can reply Encrypt
(

BLOCKNW
i
, SKNC

i

)

or

encrypt(BLOCKNC
i
, SKNC

i
).

NUMBERBLOCK
NW i
=

∑

BLOCKNW
i

(7)

NUMBERBLOCK
NC i
=

∑

BLOCKNC
i

(8)

Step7: If NUMBERBLOCK
NW i

> NUMBERBLOCK
NC i

, the

state of the BLOCKNW
i
will be GOOD and NW

i will broad-

castBLOCKGOOD expressed as 〈〈GOOD,HASH (PreBlock),

MerkleTreeRoot,TimeStamp,D, nonce〉txs〉 to the entire

blockchain network so that all of the nodes Ni can add

BLOCKGOOD to their own blockchain. Otherwise, the state

will be ERROR, NW
i broadcast BLOCKERROR expressed as
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FIGURE 4. Module of eliminating malicious nodes based on DDPoS algorithm.

〈〈ERROR,HASH (PreBlock) ,MerkleTreeRoot , TimeStamp,

D, nonce, 〉txs〉 so that the algorithm can stop generating

blocks and enter the module of downgrading the malicious

node.

3) DOWNGRADE OF THE MALICIOUS NODES

When the state tag of a block is ERROR, the generator of

the block will be judged as malicious node, the witness node

NW
i will stop the consensus module, and DDPoS will enter

the module of downgrading malicious nodes. Then DDPoS

algorithm will complete the transition of the state tag of con-

sensus nodes NC
i in nodes set NW and NA, and deprive the

right of generating block of the faulty witness nodeNW
ERROR

through downgrading it into the candidate nodes set. After

that, the top-1 ranked candidate node NA
1 is upgraded from

NA into NW . The downgrade mechanism is implemented

between the witness nodes set NW and the candidate nodes

set NA to guarantee the integrity of the witness nodes set NW ,

which can avoid the situation where there is no witness node

in NW due to too many wrong nodes.

The state of the downgrading malicious nodes module is

shown in Fig. 4, and the steps of downgrading malicious

nodes are expressed as follows:

Step 1:When the system finds that the state tag in the block

is ERROR, the witness nodeNW
i stops the consensus module

and the DDPoS algorithm enters the module of downgrading

malicious node, performing a downgrade and upgrade oper-

ation between NW and NA.

Step 2:The blockchain system marks the faulty witness

node NW
γ as NW

ERROR.

Step 3: The node NW
i (i ∈ [γ + 1,m]) ranked after NW

γ

raises its ranking by one in the witness nodes set NW , that is,

reduces its subscript by one through operating NW
i−1, and

the witness nodes set becomes NW =
{

NW
i|i ∈ [1,m− 1]

}

.

Step 4: The first candidate node NA
1 in the candi-

date nodes set NA is added to the witness nodes set and

becomes NW
m. Thus, the witness nodes set becomes NW =

{

NW
i|i ∈ [1,m]

}

and the candidate nodes set is NA =
{

NA
i|i ∈ [2, l − m]

}

.

Step 5:All candidate nodes in setNA=
{

NA
i|i ∈ [2, l−m]

}

raise their ranking by one, that is, reduces their subscript by

one through operating NA
i−1, and the candidate nodes set

becomes NA =
{

NA
i|i ∈ [1, l − m− 1]

}

.

Step 6: The blockchain system transfers the faulty witness

node NW
ERROR to the candidate nodes set NA, and sets it as

NA
l−m. Then the candidate nodes set returns to normal size as

NA =
{

NA
i|i ∈ [1, l − m]

}

.

Step 7:After the downgrade operation between the witness

nodes set NW and the candidate nodes set NA is completed,

and the NW and NA are regenerated, the blockchain system

sets the state to NORMAL, the witness node NW
i starts to

generate blocks, and the consensus node NC
i performs veri-

fication on them.

4) THE OVERALL FLOW OF THE DDPoS ALGORITHM

The overall flow of the DDPoS algorithm can be depicted

in Fig. 5.

C. IMPLEMENTATION OF DDPoS ALGORITHM

Based on the detailed description of the DDPoS algorithm

in the previous section, the pseudocode of the three modules

in the DDPoS algorithm is shown in following Algorithm 1,

Algorithm 2, and Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 1 is to select the consensus nodes, here ξ

denotes the random number generated by the candidate node,

and V denotes the number of votes the witness node in NC

owns. Then the module of reaching a consensus is expressed

as Algorithm 2, the NUMBER represents the total number of

blocks. Finally, we use Algorithm 3 to show the module of

downgrading malicious nodes.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS

A. SIMULATION DESIGN

We use the Java language to simulate the DDPoS algorithm

in the experimental environment built in Eclipse. Blockchain

nodes are simulated by some threads with different priorities

through multithreading technique. In our simulation exper-

iment, the size of N is changed by setting the parameters

of multithreading. For example, by setting the parameters of

multithreading to 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000,

there is a corresponding number of nodes in the simulated

blockchain environment. By controlling the running time
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Algorithm 1 The Algorithm of Selecting Consensus Nodes

Input: D, nonce

Output: NW ,NA

1: Broadcast〈nonce,D〉

2: Ni : HASH (HASH (PreBlockHead) , nonce)

3: while (HASH (HASH (PreBlockHead) , nonce) > D)

4: nonce← nonce+ 1

5: PNC
i← Ni

6: Broadcast〈NC 〉

7: NT ← N − NC

8: ξNT
i
← (int) (Math.random() ∗ l)

9: NT
i vote for N

C
ξ
NT i

10: VNC
ξ
NT
i

= Count(ξNT
i
)

11: quicksort(VNC
ξ
NT
i

)

12: NW
i← NC

i(i ∈ [1,m])

13: NA
i← NC

i(i ∈ (m, l − m])

14:end

FIGURE 5. Flowchart of the DDPoS algorithm.

of the DDPoS algorithm (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60min),

we observe the running results of the DDPoS algorithm, and

perform analysis on them. In order to enhance the persuasive-

ness of experimental data, the traditional PoW [1], PoS [13],

and DPoS [14] consensus algorithms are also simulated in the

experimental environment and their experimental results are

compared with DDPoS algorithm objectively.

B. RESULT ANALYSIS

In this section, we compare the experimental results of

the PoW, PoS, DPoS, and the proposed DDPoS consensus

algorithms. We mainly analyze the performance of DDPoS

Algorithm 2 The Algorithm of Reaching a Consensus

Input: NW ,NA

Output: BLOCKGOODorBLOCKERROR

1: NC
i : BLOCKNC

i
←

〈〈NORMAL,HASH (PreBlock),MerkleTreeRoot ,

TimeStamp,D, nonce)〉, txs〉

2: NW
i Broadcast〈BLOCKNW

i
〉

3: if HASH
(

BLOCKNC
i

)

= HASH
(

BLOCKNW
i

)

NC
i Broadcast〈BLOCKNC

i
〉

else NC
i Broadcast〈BLOCKNC

i
〉

4: NW
i : TOTAL(NUMBERBLOCK

NW i
)

=
∑

BLOCKNW
i
and

NUMBERBLOCK
NC i
=

∑

BLOCKNC
i

5: if NUMBERBLOCK
NW i

> NUMBERBLOCK
NC i

Broadcast〈BLOCKGOOD〉

else

Broadcast〈BLOCKERROR〉

6: end

Algorithm 3 The Algorithm of Eliminating Malicious Nodes

Input: BLOCKERROR

Output: NW ,NA

1: NW
γ Broadcast〈BLOCKERROR〉

2: NW
ERROR← NW

γ

3: for i← (γ + 1) to m

NW
i−1

4: NW
m← NA

1

5: for i←2 to (l-m)

NA
i−1

6: NA
l−m← NW

ERROR

7: get NW and NA

8: end

consensus algorithm from three aspects: efficiency of gener-

ating blocks (i.e., accounting efficiency), probability of gen-

erating blocks and performance of fault-tolerant. Efficiency

of generating blocks is expressed by SPB (Seconds Per Block,

the time taken by each block), as shown as (9).

SPB =
TotalTime

TotalBlocks
(9)

Here TotalTime is the running time of the consensus algo-

rithm in each single simulation experiment, and we have set

it to 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60min respectively. TotalBlocks is

the number of blocks generated during the running time of the

consensus algorithm. When calculating the SPB, we convert

the running time unit from minutes to seconds and represent

the unit of the accounting efficiency by seconds per block.

We use the POB to denote the probability of generating

blocks, and expressed it as (10).

POB1t =

(

NUMBERNW
GOOD

)

1t

(NUMBERN )1t
(10)

Here POB1t indicates the probability of generating blocks

during the unit of running time, where 1t represents a unit
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FIGURE 6. Number of blocks generated by the DDPoS algorithm in size of
1000 nodes.

of running time and may take values of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,

and 60min. And
(

NUMBERNW
GOOD

)

1t
indicates the num-

ber of consensus nodes which have generated blocks, while

(NUMBERN )1t is the number of all nodes inN during the1t .

Performance of fault-tolerant is the ability to find errors

and recover from them. In this paper, it refers to the ability to

detect malicious nodes in the blockchain system and quickly

downgrade them to ensure that the system can operate safely

and smoothly.

1) EFFICIENCY OF GENERATING BLOCKS

Firstly, we calculate the number of blocks generated by the

DDPoS consensus algorithm in different time periods with

the size of 1000 nodes, and the accounting efficiency of this

consensus algorithm. A line graph of the number of blocks

generated by the 1000-node size DDPoS consensus algorithm

over different time periods is shown in Fig. 6.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the number of blocks gen-

erated by the DDPoS algorithm increases as time increases,

and the slope of the block number curve also increases

slightly. The possible reason is that in the DDPoS consensus

algorithm, the time spent in selecting the consensus nodes

is almost unchanged, so as the running time of DDPoS

increases, the proportion of time spent by the module of

selecting consensus nodes in the total consensus time is

decreasing, resulting in a slight increase in the number of

generated blocks. Putting the data of Fig. 6 into the above

mentioned (9), it can be concluded that the efficiency of

generating blocks SPB of the DDPoS consensus algorithm at

1000-node size is approximately 9s/block.

Next, we count the number of blocks generated by the

DDPoS consensus algorithm with different nodes set size

(500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000) in 10min, and draw

a line chart showing the number of blocks changing with the

number of all blockchain nodes, as shown in Fig. 7.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that, the number of blocks

generated by the DDPoS algorithm is decreasing as the size

of nodes set becomes larger, but the absolute value of slope

of the SPB curve in Fig. 7 increases slightly. It is speculated

FIGURE 7. Number of blocks generated by the DDPoS algorithm in 10min.

that as the size of N increases sharply, the number of votes

becomes larger, and the time spent in this phase becomes

longer, which inevitably affects the efficiency of generating

blocks. As a result, the accounting efficiency SPB of DDPoS

consensus algorithm is decreasing due to the number of nodes

becoming larger. It can also be found that when the nodes

number is less than 3000, the SPB of the DDPoS consensus

algorithm is about 9s/block, but when the nodes number

exceeds 4000 the SPB will decrease, and when the number

reaches 5000, the SPB will be reduced to 10s/block.

Finally, Fig. 8 describes the changes in the number of

blocks generated by the three consensus algorithms PoW,

PoS, and DDPoS with different nodes number (500, 1000,

2000, 3000,4000, and 5000) in different lengths of time

periods (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60min). It can be seen that

the accounting efficiency of the PoW consensus algorithm is

hardly affected by time and nodes number, and the number

of generated blocks increases with time. This is because

PoW takes a long time to generate a block (about 10min),

and there is an adjustable difficulty value in PoW. When-

ever 2016 blocks are generated, all nodes will automatically

adjust the difficulty: if a block is generated less than 10min,

the difficulty value will increase, and if more than 10min,

the difficulty value will decrease.

For the DDPoS consensus algorithm in any length of

simulation time, the number of blocks generated by the

DDPoS consensus algorithm is decreasing as the nodes num-

ber increases, but the absolute value of slope of the SPB curve

in Fig. 8 decreases slightly. This is further consistent with

our analysis of Fig. 7, which shows that this problem is not

a special case, but one of the problems faced by the DDPoS

consensus algorithm.

2) PROBABILITY OF GENERATING BLOCKS

The witness nodes of the DPoS and DDPoS algorithms are

set to be updated every 10min to keep consistent with the

experimental parameters of DDPoS in our experiment. And

we define several data symbols to provide a detailed and clear

description of the experimental results: λ denotes the number

of witness nodes that only generate one block over a period
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of the number of blocks generated by the three consensus algorithms. (a) 10min. (b) 20min. (c) 30min. (d) 40min.
(e) 50min. (f) 60min.

FIGURE 9. Number of consensus nodes generated by DPoS and DDPoS algorithms. (a) 500 nodes. (b) 1000 nodes. (c) 2000 nodes.
(d) 3000 nodes. (e) 4000 nodes. (f) 5000 nodes.

of time, that is, λ(DDPoS) denotes the number of witness

nodes that generated one block over a period of time by the

DDPoS, λ (DPoS) denotes the number of witness nodes that

generated one block by DPoS. The symbol ϕ represents the

number of witness nodes that generate two to four blocks

during a period of time. The symbol ρ denotes the number of

witness nodes generating more than four blocks. The reason

why we divide the nodes in this way is that the experimental
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FIGURE 10. Probability of generating blocks through DPoS and DDPoS algorithms. (a) 500 nodes. (b) 1000 nodes. (c) 2000 nodes.
(d) 3000 nodes. (e) 4000 nodes. (f) 5000 nodes.

data shows that this division method can better evaluate the

POB by comparing the number of these three types of nodes.

Firstly, the number of witness nodes that generate different

numbers of blocks in DPoS and DDPoS over different period

of time (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60min) with different size

of nodes (500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000) will be

displayed by histogram. Then the POB of the two consen-

sus algorithms will be calculated according to (10), and the

differences between them will be compared. The specific

experimental results are reflected in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

As previous depiction, when the system runs under DPoS

and DDPoS consensus algorithms for 10 minutes, the blocks

and witness nodes generated under the DDPoS are fewer than

DPoS. This is because: the SPB of the experimental DPoS

and DDPoS are about 4s/block and 9s/block respectively,

so that it can be deduced that the DPoS consensus algorithm

can generate about 150 blocks while the DDPoS 66 blocks

in 10min. In our experiments we set the number of witness

nodes in each round of the DPoS and the DDPoS consensus

algorithms to 101. It is known that within 10 minutes, each

witness node in DPoS algorithm generates at least one block

while each in DDPoS less than one. Therefore, the number of

witness nodes elected by the DPoS is more than that of the

DDPoS. This conclusion also explains why the POB of the

DDPoS consensus algorithm calculated by (10) is lower than

the DPoS within 10min.

From (a) in Fig. 9, it is found that in DPoS algo-

rithm, the
(

NUMBERNW
GOOD

)

10min
is equal to 101 and the

(

NUMBERNW
GOOD

)

60min
is less than 130. But in the DDPoS

algorithm, the
(

NUMBERNW
GOOD

)

1t
has risen from 66 in

10min to more than 350 in 60min. Moreover, because there

was no node having generated more than four blocks, so the

ρ (DDPoS) is always equal to zero and has not been displayed

in Fig. 9. While the λ(DDPoS) in the DDPoS consensus

algorithm increases rapidly with time, and ϕ (DDPoS) basi-

cally remains stable.When the time exceeds 20min, λ (DPoS)

remains relatively stable and accounts for a small proportion

of the total number of nodes. When the time exceeds 30min,

ϕ (DDPoS) remains basically stable and accounts for a small

proportion, while ρ (DPoS) accounts for a large of more than

50%. This is because the DPoS consensus algorithm uses

stake as the basis for selecting witness nodes. But there are

only a small number of nodes have a large number of stakes

in a system, so the witness nodes will always be generated in

those nodes, and as time goes on, the proportion of ρ (DPoS)

is getting bigger and bigger. In contrast, the DDPoS is an

improvement based on theDPoS, which reduces the influence

of the stake factor and keeps the proportion of λ (DDPoS)

increasing with time. This is supposed to benefit from one of

the innovations in this paper: we try to decentralize the right

of generating blocks in the blockchain system to make more

nodes get the opportunity to generate blocks.

From (a) to (f), we can see that, even if the nodes size

changes from 500 to 5000, the total number of witness

nodes that have generated blocks and the number (such as

λ (DDPoS), ϕ (DDPoS), λ (DPoS), and ρ (DPoS)) of witness

nodes of different types in DPOS and DDPOS does not

change much.

It can be obtained from Fig. 10 that while the POB

of DDPoS increases with time, the DPoS remains nearly
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TABLE 4. Fault-tolerant analysis of DDPoS.

FIGURE 11. Specified malicious node.

unchanged. Taken together, as the size of the N increases

in the same period of running time, the POB of the DPoS

and DDPoS algorithms are decreasing. As mentioned in the

previous content, while the size ofN asNUMBERN1t becoms

larger, the accounting efficiency SPB of DDPoS is decreas-

ing, and the number equal to
(

NUMBERNW
GOOD

)

1t
of wit-

ness nodes which have generated blocks is slightly reducing,

so the POB is inevitably decreasing. However, the DDPoS

consensus algorithm always has a higher POB than DPoS in

the same length of running time when more than 10 minutes.

3) PERFORMANCE OF FAULT-TOLERANT

The fault-tolerant performance of DDPoS consensus algo-

rithm is analyzed to test whether the downgrade mechanism

introduced in this paper can realize the downgrade of mali-

cious nodes. In our simulation experiment, several malicious

nodes are specified in the witness nodes set NW , so that

they can generate a wrong block and broadcast them to the

other witness nodes for consensus. Then we observe the

experimental results to check whether the system can find out

the malicious nodes and perform the downgrade mechanism.

We set the size of N to 1000, the malicious nodes number and

running time are set as Table 4.Wefirstly simulate theDDPoS

mechanism in 10min with specified 8 malicious nodes as

shown in Fig. 11. Finally, we get the experimental result as

shown in Fig. 12.

Next, we set the consensus time to 20, 30, 40, 50 and,

60 min, then count the number as shown in Table 4 of speci-

fied and discovered malicious nodes respectively.

It is found from Fig. 12, when running time is 10min,

that in the simulation experiment only 7 malicious nodes

have been discovered from the total of 8, shown in Table 4.

FIGURE 12. Malicious node downgrade result in 10min.

But if the running time exceeds 20 minutes, the DDPoS

algorithm can find out and downgrade all of the malicious

nodes, no matter how many malicious nodes are specified.

As we know, the above mentioned DDPoS algorithm has an

accounting efficiency of about 9s/block, so there are nearly

66 generated blocks in 10minutes. Though we set the number

of witness nodes to 101, not every witness node can gener-

ate a block in 10 minutes, so it is possible that one of the

8 malicious nodes specified with a sequence number greater

than 66 in the witness nodes set has not been found. When

the consensus time exceeds 20min, the sequence number of

generated blocks is greater than 101, and each witness nodes

has generated blocks, so all specified malicious nodes will be

discovered. This also proves that the downgrade mechanism

introduced in this paper can prevent the malicious behav-

ior [45] of witness node in DPoS algorithm.

In a word, it is fully demonstrated that the improved

DDPoS consensus algorithm has good performance in the

above three aspects.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an effective consensus algorithm named

DDPoS for lower resource consumption, higher operating

efficiency and stronger security of the blockchain. The down-

grade mechanism we introduce is a good solution to the

problem of witness’s malicious behavior.

The innovations of this paper are as follows:

The first is the idea of combining the advantages of PoW

and DPoS to improve the original DPoS algorithm. We use

the PoW to select a set of nodes with sufficient computa-

tional power instead of stakes to participate in the election.

Secondly, we stipulate that each node has only one vote for

randomly voting, which improves the fairness and decen-

tralizes the right of generating blocks to avoid the collu-

sion attack and improving the node activity of the entire

blockchain system. Finally, this paper adopts the downgrade

mechanism to quickly downgrade the malicious nodes to

maintain the good operation and security of the system.

Compared with the traditional consensus algorithm, our

research has improved performance both in efficiency and

security. But due to the difficulty in directly applying our con-

sensus algorithm in the existing business environment such

as Hyperledger and Ethereum, our experimental environment

is not in the real situation. In ideal condition, if we can

be authorized by big blockchain companies, our consensus

algorithm would be tested in a real blockchain environment.
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